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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present a new and selfcontained proof of Hopf bifurca- 
tion for a dynamical system with an eigenvalue zero. Using the notion of 
a crossing number of the eigenvalue perturbation of its linearization 
through the imaginary axis we may state the main result as follows (precise 
definitions and assumptions are given in the sequel): 
THEOREM. Let ilc, and possibly 0 be eigenvalues of the linear operator 
A(0) of a parameter dependent evolution equation in Hilbert space 
du 
~+A(i)u+F(1, u)=O, II F(k u)llLl = 4 II u II I ), (0.1) 
having the trivial equilibrium u = 0 for all 1 E R. 
(i) Zf the crossing number of A(1) through 0 is odd then stationary 
solutions of (0.1) bifurcate from the trivial solution at 1, = 0. 
(ii) Zf the crossing number of A(I) through 0 is even and if the crossing 
number through some ix0 is nonzero then stationary or periodic solutions of 
(0.1) bifurcate from the trivial solution at 2, = 0. 
Simple examples show that in (ii) the alternative actually occurs (see 
ClOl). 
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The proof uses only elementary tools from functional analysis, Brouwer 
degree theory, and differential topology. This result recovers the local 
versions of [ 1,2, 61 which did not allow an eigenvalue zero. 
The same theorem, even in a global version, is recently stated in [7, 
Theorem 4.73. The proof refers essentially to [6] where nontrivial algebraic 
topology is used. Thus the main goal of this paper is not the result itself 
but the new way to prove it. As discussed in [9] the theorem above 
includes most local results of linearized bifurcation theory for stationary or 
periodic solutions. Since a proof of (i) is given in [9], e.g., we consider here 
only case (ii). 
This paper combines ideas of [4, 121 as well as of [6]: We introduce the 
period as a second parameter, make a Fourier analysis, and study the 
equivariant finite-dimensional bifurcation equation which contains only those 
modes which are in resonance with K,, (i.e., modes nj for which injKo is an 
eigenvalue of A(0)). By a perturbation we replace the degenerate point 
(A, U) = (0,O) by a collection of generic “Hopf points” and a stationary 
singular point (with even crossing number). These Hopf points can be 
assigned an index which is the Brouwer index of a complex two-parameter 
determinant. As already used in [6] the sum of these indices is precisely 
the sum of the crossing numbers through all nonzero eigenvalues inix, of 
A(0) which are in resonance with ilc,. Assuming that no bifurcation takes 
place all local regular paths of orbits emanating at these generic Hopf 
points cannot leave a neighborhood in the space spanned by the period, 
the parameter I, and the projection of u onto those finitely many modes. 
Where can these paths go? 
The essential step for the answer is the description of the global generic 
bifurcation picture of a two-parameter finite-dimensional equivariant problem 
with a general S’-action. The equivariance is inherited from the autono- 
mous dynamical system which is equivariant with respect to any phase 
shift. This description, however, no longer depends on the fact that this 
problem comes from a dynamical system. It uses only the equivariance. The 
advantage of this abstraction is, as usual, simply the fact that it lays bare 
which properties are needed in the proof, thus opening the door to more 
general problems. 
We show that the global generic bifurcation picture can be described 
as follows: The solution set consists of a discrete net of “stationary” or 
“periodic” surfaces which are connected only by Hopf bifurcations or period 
doubling bifurcations. 
When using the terminology from dynamical systems we have to give 
these notions a meaning in the abstract setting, of course. The reason for 
the use of these well-known technical terms is that they give the correct 
phenomenon when the results are applied to a problem derived from a 
dynamical system. 
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Due to equivariance, the above mentioned bifurcations are in fact 
unavoidable. We try to give a simplified explanation: Along stationary 
solutions the linearization is necessarily complex linear and by the 
dependence on two parameters ingularities (= Hopf bifurcations) cannot 
be excluded. Along periodic solutions we have essentially only one 
parameter, but the linearization is real and arbitrary when restricted to the 
space with the double period. Therefore singularities (= period doubling 
bifurcations) cannot be excluded again. But this does not prove yet, 
however, that these bifurcations are unavoidable. 
As is well known, the pitchfork of a simple eigenvalue bifurcation of a 
one-parameter problem can be “unfolded” in this sense that after a small 
perturbation the bifurcation (in its geometric sense) is removed. Could this 
be done to the generic Hopf bifurcations and period doubling bifurcations, 
too? 
The answer is no, since, by equivariance, the solution surfaces (= paths 
of orbits) are libered into group orbits and this rigid structure prevents any 
unfolding in the above sense. We describe this in more detail at the end of 
Section 3. (When the trivial solution can be given up stationary bifurcation 
generically does not occur. For the proof of the theorem we have to 
maintain the trivial solution and we assume that there is no stationary 
bifurcation. The presence of the eigenvalue 0 of A(0) can then be ignored 
in this theory since generically this stationary singularity is not connected 
to any path of periodic orbits if it does not have “its virtual period.“). 
This description of the global generic solution set, which we call a net, 
is still too rough to prove the theorem. The contradiction to the assump- 
tion of boundedness of all paths is ready, if it is shown that the sum of the 
indices of all Hopf points is zero if they belong to a bounded component 
of the net. 
As in [3, 11, 121 an orbit index is introduced for a generic net. This orbit 
index does not change along regular paths, can be traced at period 
doublings, is related to the index of the adjoint Hopf point, and reduces by 
its rules the variety of possible nets. It turns out that a pair (i,j) composed 
by common Brouwer indices fulfills all requirements. This pair is defined as 
follows: On a Poincart section each regular path has two Brouwer indices, 
one index pk defined in the invariant space of its minimal period 2x/k and 
one second index p defined in the whole space. Both indices are called 
Poincare indices in the sequel. We set i = pk and j = ppk . Since the orienta- 
tion of the Poincare section is induced by that of the path of orbits, i = pk 
as well as p depend on the orientation of the path (i.e., its parameteriza- 
tion) and therefore j=pp, does not. It is then shown that the index i is the 
very same index of the adjoint Hopf point if the path is parameterized as 
outgoing solution (a “source”), it is the opposite index if the Hopf point 
is a “sink.” At a regular period doubling bifurcation from a path with 
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minimal period 2n/k to a path with period 4x/k the Poincare indices pk,2 
as well as p are bifurcation invariants in this sense that both are resumed 
on the bifurcating secondary path from the primary path provided the 
orientations are consistent. (This is closely related to the “Principle of 
Exchange of Stability”; since we do not know a reference we give a proof 
in the Appendix.) A crucial property of the index j is the following: j is 
always + 1 on any bifurcating path near a Hopf point as well as near a 
period doubling orbit, irrespective of orientations. This property is due to 
equivariance. Finally, j changes sign on any primary path at a period 
doubling orbit. 
These properties of the indices (i, j) order the whole global net (for 
instance, only an even number of period doubling bifurcations can occur 
along any bounded maximal path with fixed period) and they allow to 
define snakes whose end points can only be Hopf points or “infinity.” Thus 
Hopf points in a bounded component of the net are pairwise connected by 
snakes and the sum of their indices is zero. 
The terminology comes originally from [ 11, 123 who studied periodic 
solutions of differential equations. Again there are not only analogies, but 
if our problem comes from a dynamical system the notions coincide 
although they refer to a different setting. We try to explain this. 
When investigating periodic orbits of an autonomous dynamical system 
it is natural to use the Poincare map 17. The fixed points of I7 or of its 
iterates 17”’ correspond to periodic solutions. Since trivially a fixed point of 
a map is also fixed by all its iterates, the fixed point indices of all iterates 
17” have to be taken into account when studying the continuation of 
periodic orbits of parameter dependent dynamical systems. This approach 
was first taken by Fuller [4] who developed a so-called Fuller index. Later 
this was reduced to the orbit index (or &index) defined in [ll, 121 which 
is the average of the fixed point index of II and its square I12. The key for 
this immense reduction is the assumption of “genericity” excluding all 
secondary bifurcations but period doublings. Thus, in the generic case, the 
fixed point indices of 17” for m 2 3 do not give more information than 
those of II and l12. 
Floquet theory translates the fixed point indices of 17 and its iterates into 
our setting of Fourier analysis. (For more details on this translation we 
refer to the end of Section 4.) The index pk of a path with minimal period 
2x/k corresponds to the fixed point index of I7 (where in this local theory 
after a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction only finitely many critical modes are 
involved). 
When this path is embedded into the invariant space of period h/k then 
our Poincare index pk,2 corresponds to the fixed point index of n2; more 
generaly: if k/m E N then p,+ can be considered as fixed point index of l7”‘. 
The index p, defined in the whole space where all (finitely many) 
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periods 2z/nj are present, corresponds to the fixed point index of nk. In the 
generic case, however, we can give it a more precise meaning. 
Whereas it is straightforward that generically the fixed point indices of 
n2’+ l and I72’ coincide with those of 17 and ZZ2, respectively (no multi- 
pliers of 17 are roots of unity), the corresponding properties of pk,(21+ i) and 
pk,2, are not as obvious. It is a consequence of equivariance and genericity 
that along a path with minimal period 2n/k the relations pk,@,+ i)=pk and 
pk/2[ =pk/2 hold (provided k/(21 + 1 ), k/21 E N ). 
We mention that there are also differences to the work of [3, 11, 121: 
turning points (“type l-orbits” in their terminology) play no role in our 
approach, likewise sub- or supercritical bifurcations. In the abstract setting 
the two parameters are not distinguished and therefore such notions do not 
make sense. 
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section 1 we give basic definitions 
and derive via a Fourier analysis the bifurcation equation. In the remaining 
sections we investigate this equivariant two-parameter problem. In 
Section 2 we make a local analysis of Hopf bifurcations, and we derive the 
relation between the indices of Hopf points and the Poincare indices p, pk 
along local paths, depending on orientations. Section 3 is the most techni- 
cal part of this work. The proof of the structure of generic equivariant 
vector fields (depending on two parameters) and of their density uses an 
induction over minimal periods. We mention the analogy to the proof in 
[3] which, in turn, relies on transversality theory and its application to 
parameterized vector fields (Brunovsky, Medved). The analogy is given by 
the induction over minimal periods. In Section 4 this genericity is assumed 
and its results and proofs are mostly independent from Section 3. The goal 
is the definition of “snakes” via an orbit index in order to study global 
components in the bifurcation net. In particular we show that the sum of 
the Hopf indices in bounded components is necessarily zero thus deriving 
a contradiction to the assumption of nonbifurcation for the dynamical 
system (0.1). 
In a forthcoming paper we shall extend our method to intinite-dimen- 
sional spaces where all modes n E N,, are present. For the proof of the 
density of generic S’-equivariant vector fields we can make the same period 
induction and due to additional natural compactness assumptions there are 
in fact minimal periods and the inductions involved in that proof are all 
finite. When proving a global version of our main theorem the destinction 
between period, minimal period, and “virtual period” will be an additional 
subtlety. (Besides S’-equivariance a second property of autonomous dif- 
ferential equations plays an important role: a so-called resonance property 
or scaling invariance.) 
After having finished this work we learned the results of [ 173. Although 
the whole setting is different, due to the same S’-action there are many 
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analogies, of course. It would be useful to combine the advantages of both 
approaches. 
The work [2] was the first in this field to use perturbations in order to 
split a degenerate Hopf point into a collection of generic ones. Thus it was 
possible to compute the Fuller index of bifurcating regular orbits and the 
change of Fuller’s degree (a weighted sum of the indices) at the critical 
point 1, = 0 implies global bifurcation. An interaction with stationary 
solutions (i.e., an eigenvalue zero) was not investigated. 
The approaches in [ 1, 6, 71 are completely different since they apply 
deep results of algebraic topology. Roughly spoken they construct an 
obstruction to an extension without zeros of the equivariant bifurcation 
function. This obstruction is in some homotopy group. 
We admit that these introductory comments do not give a complete 
survey on (local) Hopf bifurcation or on S’-equivariant vector fields. In 
particular nongeneric phenomena are not discussed (see [15-173, e.g., and 
references therein). On the other hand, we think that this field has so many 
aspects that a satisfying (final) discussion is beyond the demands of this 
article (and probably is not possible at this stage of history). 
1. ASSUMPTIONS, DEFINITIONS, AND REDUCTION TO AN EQUIVARIANT 
BIFURCATION EQUATION WITH A GENERAL P-ACTION 
The family of operators A(I) + F(& . ) E G(A, .) is considered in a real 
Hilbert space H with scalar product ( , ) and norm 11.11. It is a mapping 
G:RxD+H, G(A, 0) = 0, (1.1) 
where D is a continuously embedded ense subspace of H. We assume 
G is continuous and has continuous Frechet derivative 
with respect to u in a neighborhood of (A, U) = (0,O). In 
particular D,G(I, 0) = A(2). 
The operator -A(O) = -A,: D + H generates an analytic 
semigroup exp( - A,t) in H. 
The spectrum of A, (in the complexified space H, having 
complex domain D,) lies in a sector L’:, of the complex 
plane with an angle 6 less than rc and with vertex on the 
negative real axis. There exists an q > 0 such that the spec- 
trum of A, in L’, n {z E @, Re z < q} consists only of 
finitely many eigenvalues of finite (algebraic) multiplicity. 
The operator A, is a Fredholm operator of index zero. 
(l-2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
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Under these assumptions a proof of statement (i) of our theorem can be 
found in [9]. Therefore we give only a proof of (ii). 
We introduce complex spaces of periodic functions defined on R and 
having values in D, or H,. For more precise definitions and for properties 
of these spaces we refer to [S]. 
H,, = L*[(O, 2x), H,] with scalar product ( , )0 = Jr ( , ) dt 
and with norm II II o , D,, = { ~4 E f72K, Wdt E Hz,, 
u E L*[(O, 2n), D,], u(O) = 42x)) with scalar product 
( , J1 = jr Et(W). , tdldt) .I + t , JoI dt and norm II II 1. (1.6) 
We assume that for any q, > 0 the evolution operator 
Jo = q,(d/dt) + A,: D,, + H,, is a bounded Fredholm 
operator of index zero. (1.7) 
For an abstract and a concrete realization of this property see [S] or [lo]. 
Finally we need that G as given by (1.1) gives rise to an operator 
G: R x D,, + H2n which is continuous and has a con- 
tinuous Frechet derivative with respect to u in a 
neighborhood of (A, u) = (0,O) in R x D,,. (1.8) 
Again we refer to [8], where a class of such operators (including the 
Navier-Stokes system) can be found. 
Assumethatforn~~~u{O},j=0,...,Z,~~=0,~~=1<~2<...<nl 
inilcO are all eigenvalues of A(0) which are integer multi- 
ples of ilcO. (1.9) 
If their algebraic multiplicity is mj, respectively, they perturb into an 
m,-fold family of eigenvalues of A(A) for 1 near zero. We define 
If 
ajC (L)[a,? (A)] = sum of the algebraic multiplicities of all 
perturbed eigenvalues of A(I) near injrco with negative 
[positive] real parts. (1.10) 
o,~(I)+o,?(I)=mjforJ.#O,nearzero,lim,,,(a,~(+~)- 
a,? (--E)) = x(injfco, 0) exists, (1.11) 
then 
x(injrco, 0) is the crossing number of A(1) through injq, at 
A =o. (1.12) 
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For n, = 0, (1.11) can be generalized in this sense that eigenvalues may 
perturb from 0 as complex conjugate pairs on the imaginary axis, i.e., with 
vanishing real parts (see [9]). 
In order to solve Eq. (0.1) for 1 near zero by some nontrivial periodic 
functions we make the Ansatz that the periods are near 2n/rc,. Introducing 
a real parameter K we substitute t/(rco + K) for t and we obtain from (0.1) 
u(0) = U(27r), (1.13) 
or 
qlc, I, u) := J(K, 2) 24 + F(I, 24) = 0, u E Din, where 
(1.14) 
By the Fredholm property of its linearization this operator equation can 
locally be treated by a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction. It is well known (see 
[6], e.g.) that we end up with a finite-dimensional system which again 
can be decomposed in its “stationary” and “periodic” part as follows (see 
also [S] ): For real u we identify ker A(0) = R” = coker A(0) and 
ker J(0, 0) = R” x C2” = coker J(0, 0) and we obtain 
a(A) 01 +h (KY 4 Vl, 02) = 0 in R”, 
b(s 1) u2 +f2 (K, 1, Ul, u2) = 0 in C”, 
u, E UP, u2 E C”, a(n), b(rc, 2) are matrices, 
f;==o(I~112+l~212~1’2=~~l~I~, j= 1,2. 
(1.15) 
(Any real u in ker J(0, 0) can be represented as u=C;= i xkuk + 
I;=, (ckqk + Ek(Pk), where uk, (Pi = ukei”j’ with j=j, E { 1, . . . . I}, and (Pk 
form a basis in the complex ker J(0, 0). Since all operators are real the 
remaining n complex components of the reduced function are complex 
conjugate to these given in (1.15).) 
By an even crossing number of A(n) through 0 we have one sign of 
det a(n) for I # 0 (see [9]). Choosing suitable bases in ker A(0) and coker 
A(0) we may assume that 
det a( A) > 0 for 1# 0, near zero. (1.16) 
For the complex matrix b(rc, A) the same proof as in [9] yields the 
following connection between det b(rc, 2) and the eigenvalue perturbation 
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of J(Jc, A) through 0, in particular the crossing numbers of A(1) through 
injlco for j= 1, . . . . 1: Define 
d(~, I) = (Re det b( rc, A), Im det b(rc, A)), (1.17) 
then d(rc, A) has an isolated zero at (K, A) = (0, 0), and for an open disk Q 
centered at (0,O) in the (K, A)-plane the Brouwer degree of d: d + R2 is 
defined and 
deg(d, Sz, 0) = f: x(injK,-,, 0). 
j= 1 
(1.18) 
This property was already used in [6]. 
By assumption (ii) this degree is nonzero. To be more precise, by 
assumption x(ilc,, 0) # 0. If cj= I x(injrc,, 0) = 0 there is some x(injq,, 0) # 0 
for j> 1. Replace K,, by njrco with largest such nj and for the corresponding 
complex determinant we have a nonzero degree. 
Next we collect some properties of the system (1.15) which are well 
known. We rewrite (1.15) as 
g(% a, u) =o, (Ic,a)EIW2,u=(u*,u2)~IWmx@“,g:[W2X 
R” x C” -+ [w” x C”, defined locally in a neighborhood of 
(0, 0, 0, 0), or in real coordinates gr,: R2 x KY” x lR2” -+ 
R” x [w2” by decomposing into real and imaginary parts. (1.19) 
Both representations are equivalent, though differentiability apart from 
v2 = 0 is given only in real coordinates. We have in addition 
(1) g(JG40)=0 for all (K, A) E 52, 
(2) g= kl, g2) with g, E KY, g, E C”, 
8,(~,~,~1,~2)=~(~)~l+f,,(~,v,)+f,,(~,~,V1,~2) 
withf,,(rc,~,v,,O)=O, 
g,(& a, VI, u2) =b(lc, 2) v,+.f2(JG 1, VI, 02) 
withf,(K, A, vr, O)=O, 
(3) g(4 4 S,v) = &A4 4 VI, where SB is given by 
1, = Identity in [w”, Ij = Identity in @‘I, cj= 1 rj = n, 
8ElR. (1.20) 
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Remark. This equivariance comes from the autonomy of the system 
(1.13) which is equivariant with respect to any phase shift u H u(. + 0). 
When written in coordinates this equivariance of g(rc, A, .) with respect to 
the group {S,} implies that the complex linear part is decomposed into 
invariant blocks bj(~, A) coming from each mode nj, j = 1, . . . . I (see also 
Section 3). 
We assume now that no bifurcation takes place at (rc, 1, u) = (0, 0,O). 
This means in particular that for any small neighborhood 52 of (0,O) in FP 
and for any small B,(O) c R” x C” the only solutions of g(rc, il, v) = 0 on 
a(L2 x B,(O)) are the trivial solutions (K, 1,O). In particular we assume that 
no stationary solutions bifurcate. In Section 3 we prove the existence of an 
arbitrarily small perturbation $ of g having certain generic properties in 
R2 x l&Y” x C”. Among others some of these will be that 
2 has properties (1.20( 1 k1.20(3)) 
(4) det &K, 1) has N simple zeros (rc,, A,) in Q with 
i, # 0, v = 1, . . . . N, and 
= deg(d, Q, 0) # 0 (for J see (1.17)) 
(5) ~l(~,~,ul,O)=a(~)ul+fl,(~,~l) (see (1.20(2))). (1.21) 
Under the assumption of nonbifurcation there is obviously some fixed 
cylinder 52 x B,(O) such that 
the only solutions of g(lc, 1, u) = 0 on i3(.Q x B,(O)) are the 
trivial solutions (rc, 1,O) and there are no nontrivial 
stationary solutions in 52 x B,(O). (1.22) 
We show next that (1.21(4)) implies that no (rc, 0,O) ~52 x B,(O) (where 
D,, $I = a(0) = 0) is a bifurcation point for nonstationary solutions. Indeed, 
if 
b, 2) u2 +f2k 1, 01, u2) = 0 and if (4 4 Ul, 02) + 
(x1, 0, 0, 0) then (b, A) o2 + f2(~, 4 ul, u2))/l u2 I -, 
6(rc,,O)u2,=Osince~2(7c,1,v,,O)=Oand~2=0(~u~).The 
fact 1 u2,, I = 1 contradicts (1.21(4)). (1.23) 
Thus nonstationary solutions emanate only at (rc,, il,, 0). In view of (1.22) 
these cannot leave the cylinder Q x B,(O). In Section 4 we are ready to 
study the complete local-global generic bifurcation net in the cylinder 
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52 x B,(O). The contradiction to the assumption (1.22) is ready if it is shown 
that the degree of d is zero (i.e., the sum of the indices of the Hopf points 
(K,, A,) or the sum of the crossing numbers is zero; see (1.21(4)) and 
(1.18)). This will be stated in (4.31). 
2. LOCAL GENERIC HOPF BIFURCATIONS 
Here and in the following sections we assume for simplicity that 
g: R2 x R” x C” + R” x @” is everywhere defined and satisfies properties 
(1.21). As mentioned before, the equivariance implies that each of the 
spaces UY with mode nj (see (1.20)) is invariant for 6(rc, I.). (We always 
identify UY x (0) with 0.) This, in turn, decomposes ~(Jc, 2) into I blocks 
&K, J.) (see also (3.5)). At (K,, 1,) only one of these _hj(lc, 2) is singular 
which means that the kernels of g”(lc,, ,I,, 0) = (a(,?,), b(rc,, 1,)) and of its 
adjoint ~~(Ic,, I,, 0) are spanned by 
(PY= (03 4%), q&f = (0, I@,*) EUP x C”, Icp,I=I(Py*I=1 
ij,, ljy E @‘I with mode nj. 
(2.1) 
For the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction for g(rc, 1, a) = 0 near (K,, A,, 0) we 
use the following decompositions and projectors: 
E.=[W”x(y=IW”x@“X . . . x@” 
E=ker~,(K,,&,,O)@D,, D,=W"X@~~X ... xDjx ... XC', 
E=W,(K,, LO))@E,, Dd, &=@'I, (2.2) 
P,:E+ kerg, along D,, 
Qv: E+W?,) along E,. 
Then the equation $(Jc, 1, u) = 0 near (K,, A,,, 0) is equivalent to the 
complex equation 
&(% 4 z) := <a4 A WY + $,(4 A, z)), cpz >= 0, where 
I+!J,,: OX2 x @ + D, is defined locally near (K,, A,, 0), 
$“(rc, 2, 0) = Dzy?,(q 2, 0) = 0, ( , ) scalar product 
in E, 
*JJG 4 e i"'"z) = S$j"(lc, 1, z). (2.3) 
(The relation of this scalar function $, to the projection of $ is given by 
(Z-Q,)g=$V(~Y+,~~)-l cp,’ if cp: spans E,.) The preservation of 
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equivariance follows from the choice of the complements which, in turn, 
ensures the equivariance of the projectors. We deduct from (2.3), 
~,(Ic, i, ein~8z) = ein@gv(q 1, z). (2.4) 
Using again the result of [9], formula (3.13), we find linear operators 
defined around (rcc,, A,) such that 
C,(lc,I)g,(lc,50)=B,(lc,1):E~$ hE, 
det(C,(rc, L) # 0 for all (ic, A) near (K,, A,), 
detB,(rc,A)=D,g,(rc,L,O) =:fi,(rc,A)~c. (2.5) 
Since det g”(rc, 1, 0) = det a(A) det 6(rc, A) and in view of det &K,, A,) = 0 
(and det a(&) #O) we obtain 
P,(% 4) = 0, 
D~K,A~fiY(~Y~ 4) = det C,(G, 4) det 4k) D,,,,det &K,, &I 
(2.6) 
and, after decomposing in real and imaginary parts, 
skndet(DcK,A,(Re Fy(~vT &I, Im Mu,, &))I 
= skndet(DcK,,&~,, A,)) (see (1.21(4)) 
= ind(d, (K,, A,)) 
= ind(P,,, (K,, 4)) #O, P,,, = (WY, Im&). (2.7) 
By ind(f, x0) we denote the local degree (index) of a function f at its 
isolated zero x0. 
By definition (2.5) of fi,(rc, A) we have 
i”(& A z) = (A(~, 1) +.fJ% A, z)) z with 
fY(rc, 1, O)=Oand D,f,(rc, 1, O)=O. 
(2.8) 
The last property is a consequence of f,(lc, 1, ei”lez) =f”(rc, A, z). When 
decomposed into real and imaginary parts the implicit function theorem 
yields by (2.7) the existence of functions 
(lc,1):@+R2 defined near z = 0, (rc(O), A(0)) = (rc,, A,), 
(K(c?@z), h(einjez)) = (K(Z), A(z)) = (K( 1 z I), A( 1 z I), (2.9) 
D,lc(O)=D,L(O)=O 
such that 
g”(e), 4z), z) = 0 forall IzI es,. (2.10) 
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Furthermore the point (K(Z), n(z)) is an isolated zero of g,( ., ., z) for 
0 < 1 z 1 -C E,. By the homotopy invariance of the index we have 
=ind(FYTe(.,.)+fYTe(...~~)~(~(I~I)~~(I~O))~ Izl <E”, 
= ind(g,,,(., ., z), (K(IZI)T 4lzl))h o< IZI <&,, (2.11) 
where, as before, the subscript refers to the transition to real and imaginary 
parts. We emphasize that this index is independent of the phase given by 
z E @, in particular it is independent of the choice of @, E C” in the kernel 
of 6(rc,, 1,). The solution surface of $( rc, A, u) = 0 near (K,, A,, 0) is given by 
~~~I~I~,~~l~I~,~cp”+ICI”~~~l~l~,~~l~l~,~~~ 
= (4r), n(r), ein/ev, + &lCly(4r), 4rh r)) 
=: (dr), 4r), &u(r)), Odr<q,,0~[0,27c). (2.12) 
In the sequel we consider Sev(r) E R” x RZn, i.e., we choose a real represen- 
tation. By (2.3) and (2.9) we have the following limits: 
where S = (d/d@ SB I B = 0 and 
cr(r)=i($,$,$)l+l, c2(r)=ISu(r)l=O(r). 
Thus the index in question can be expressed as (see (2.11) and (2.7)) 
lim ind(g”,,( ., ., r), (4r), 4r)) = ind(d, (G, k)), where 
r\O 
gAK, 4 r) = (Re (6(~, 1, u(r)), (P,? >, Im( + >I (see (2.3)) 
At this point some remarks on the orientation of E= R” x R2” are 
necessary. Fix the usual orientation in R”. The natural orientation of 
R2” N C” is given by the decomposition into real and imaginary parts 
(componentwise). This can also be described as follows: choose a basis 
rp,, . . . . (P” in C”, give the real space the basis cpr, icp,, . . . . (P,,, icp,, and the 2n 
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components with respect to this basis form [w2”. In our analysis so far we 
tacitely assumed this orientation, in particular in (2.14). The induced 
orientation of a one-dimensional space in C” spanned by a complex 
cp = (cpl 7 ..., cp,) when considered as subspace of [w2” is given by the linearly 
independent vectors (E”,) = (Re cpl, Im cpi, . . . . . . . . Re qn, Im cp,) and 
(~~m~~)=(-Im~cp,Recp,,..., - Im qn, Re (P,, ). The real representation of 
any complex linear mapping between complex subspaces has a nonnegative 
determinant if the real spaces are given the induced orientation. All spaces 
of the decompositions (2.2) are given the induced orientation of R” x R2” 
and when the surface is parameterized as outgoing solution as in (2.12) this 
orientation of ker D,g,, is given by the limits (2.13). We shall use this 
observation later. 
The vectors in (2.13) are the normalized tangent vectors of the local 
solution surface (2.12). In the limits the real vectors in ker Dvgre(q, I,, 0) 
are orthogonal. Choosing a suitable phase 8 = O(r), 0(O) = 0, and replacing 
u(r) by S,(,,v(r) the tangent vectors in (2.13) can be made orthogonal. 
Henceforth we will denote &(,)v(r) again by u(r). 
The local surface (2.12) in [w2 x E has the transversal complementary 
space R2 x D, in this sense that it complements the tangent space (spanned 
by the vectors in (2.13)) to the whole space R2 x E. Thus the afline space 
(K, A, u) + (W’ x D,) can be called Poincart section P,,, I, “) of the solution 
surface at (K, I, u). On this section any point (rc, 2, u) of the surface (2.12) 
is an isolated solution of g,, = 0 and thus its index is defined. This, in turn, 
is the sign of the determinant of the derivative of g,, restricted to [w2 x D,. 
Using the decomposition (2.2) and identifying direct sums with direct 
products the linearization restriced to [w2 x D, is given by 
where D = D,,, “,. In view of the definition (2.3) of $, we know by (2.14) 
that in any point of the surface 
sign det((Z- Q,) D&, I d = inW,,(-,., r), (~(r),4r))) 
= ind(d (JC,, A,)) (2.16) 
and for the second factor we conclude 
sign det(QAL ID,) 
= sign det (( 
= sign det a(A,) sign det(&rc,, ,?,)lD,) = + 1. (2.17) 
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Here we used the assumption (1.16) and the convention that all real spaces 
are given the induced orientation: in this case the determinant of the 
complex part (restricted to a complement of its kernel) is positive. We 
summarize: 
If the local solution surface is parameterized as in (2.12) 
then the index of $,, at (rc(r), J.(r), u(r)) restricted to the 
Poincare section is identical to the index of the adjacent 
Hopf point (K,, 2,) provided all real spaces are given the 
induced orientation: ind(&, I P~,~,~,i~r,,o~,,~, t+), A(r) u(r))) = 
indt& (K,, &I). (2.18) 
As pointed out before (see after (2.11)) this index is constant along the 
whole orbit (K(A), n(r), S,u(r)), 8 E [0,27c]. 
Assume now that near some (ICY, ;1,, 0) we change the parameterization 
by r = T- z, z E (T- E,,, T) with some T> 0. Then (after obvious substitu- 
tions) 
(k(7), 47h ~(7)) +oA-(;;;))? .=$ 
(O.O,#)‘;;;(O,O,(~~~‘)) (forSsee(2.13)). (2’19) 
In contrast to (2.13) these limits (2.19) of the tangent vectors of the surface 
do not give the induced orientation of ker D, gre(rc,,, A,, 0) as a real space. 
Consequently the orientation of the Poincare section near (ICY,, II,, 0) is not 
the induced orientation of R* x D, either. We say that 
the solution (2.12) near (K,, A,, 0) is parameterized as 
outgoing solution, whereas (2.19) near (ICY, A,,, 0) is 
parameterized as incoming solution. (2.20) 
In view of (2.18) we summarize: 
This local analysis can be done near any (K,, ;1,, 0), v = 1, . . . . N. Although 
505/97/2-2 
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this section can be considered independently from Section 1 we define for 
obvious reasons, 
the simple zeros (K,, 1,) of d(lc, A) = det &K, A) are generic 
or regular Hopf points with indices ind(d, (K,, A,)). (2.22) 
3. GENERIC EQUIVARIANT VECTOR FIELDS DEPENDING ON Two PARAMETERS 
In this section we show the existence of an arbitrarily small approxima- 
tion 2 of g having generic properties to be defined and preserving the 
properties (1.20), in particular equivariance. To this purpose let 
g : R* x R” x C” --f R” x C” be everywhere defined and 
g(4 2, St+) = S&(K, 4 u) for all (K, 1, u), 
SB 1 Rm = Z,, SB 1 c” = diag(ei’@Zj), j = 1, . . . . I,8 E R, where 
the size of each block with fixed mode nj is rj (see (1.20)). (3.1) 
The group (S, } defines a representation of SO(2) whose S-action, 
however, is neither free nor irreducible. In this section we shall not make 
use of groups’ theoretic results. Having the Fourier analysis of Section 1 in 
mind the following definitions seem to be reasonable: We say that the 
subspace @‘J = @q x { 0} has or its elements have the mode nj and 
(KY 1, v 1, v2) E R* x R” x C” is stationary if u2 = 0, and if 
v2 # 0 it has the minimal period 2n/k if k E N is the greatest 
common divisor of the modes of all nonvanishing com- 
ponents of v2. A space R2 x !R” x @’ has a minimal period 
2xfk if @’ is the product of some @‘J whose modes have 
the greatest common divisor k. (3.2) 
(This, in turn, defines an isotropy subgroup { SZsvlk, v= 1, . . . . k} and instead 
of characterizing a space by its minimal period we could also refer to that 
isotropy.) It is an elementary fact for equivariant mappings that 
any subspace R2 x E k := [w* x R” x @’ with minimal period 
2n/k is invariant for g, i.e., g : R* x E, + Ek. (3.3) 
(This space is fixed under the action of the isotropy subgroup. Without any 
reference this follows by direct computation using the equivariance (3.1).) 
In the following we use the complex notation for the sake of simplicity. 
Note, however, that differentiation is possible only in its real representation 
g, (see (1.19)). If u has minimal period 2x/k then the chain rule implies 
Do g(K, 4 0) S2nv,k = S,,v,,cD, g(K, 1, ~1, v = 1, . . . . k (3.4) 
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or the derivative commutes with the isotropy group. Since v =0 has any 
isotropy we obviously have 
D, g(s J-9 0) So = $4, g(K, A 0) for all 8 E R, or 
b(K, A) se = S,b(lc, A) which implies that b(tc, A) = 
diag(bj(K, A)), j= 1, . . . . Z, bj((lc, A): @‘I -+ UY or bjr,(lc, A): 
[w% + [WI’/ 
Let us omit subscript j: The space 
L(C) = (b,,: R*‘+ R2’, b,, comes from b: @’ -+ C} is 
2r2-dimensional as a real space. 
Then 
L”(C) = {b E L(@‘), the complex rank b is p < r} is a real 
submanifold in R2rZ % L(C’) of codimension 2(r - p)*. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
The proof is the same as in [S, II, Prop. 5.31 just by splitting all in real 
and imaginary parts. 
By the density of transversal maps (see [S, II, 43) there is a smooth pertur- 
bation 6 of b: R2 --t L(V) which is transversal to Lp(C’), p = 0, . . . . Y - 1, In 
particular 
a-‘(L’-‘(Cr)) consists of isolated points, 8-‘(LQ(@‘)) = 
@ for p<r--1. (3.8) 
Let us choose one point (q,, A,) E R2 such that rank &q,, A,) = r - 1 or 
dimker ~(Jc,, A,) = 1 (complex dimension). There exists a decomposition 
like (2.5) with a linear operator F(rc, A.) E L(C) depending smoothly on 
(rc, A) and a smooth function p(lc, A.) E C such that 
qfc, A) %(K, /I) = 
( 
B(fG 2) 0 
> I,-, ’ (JG 2) near (G, &I, (3.9) * 
(I,- 1 = identity in D,- I which is a complement of ker a(~,, A,)) and 
det z(ic, A) #O for all (K, A) near (Q,, A,). Therefore (rcO, A,) is an isolated 
zero of the function B(K, A). By Said’s theorem there is a smooth perturba- 
tion /? (locally around (IC,,, A,)) such that 0 is a regular value for /?,,, 
if fi(rc”, A,)=O, (K,, A,,) near (K,,, A,), then 
deW+K,&e(~v~ U Z 0. (3.10) 
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If &rc, A.) = B(K, A) for (K, A) E ~B,((K,,, A,)) we may detine 
&c, A) = iqic, A), (K, 2) + 4J(%Y Ad). 
Continuing this process for every point in R* where rank 5 is r - 1 we 
find a perturbation 6 of b (with 6 = b for (K, A) near i352) having property 
(1.21(4)). It is clear that we can achieve that all I, # 0. 
By (1.23) all possible nontrivial solutions of 
g,(fG 4 o,,v*) = as 2, 0 01, a*) = 
b, A) v2 +f*(JG 4 01, u2) = 0 (see (1.20)) 
(3.12) 
in the cylinder 52 x B,(O) emanate only at (K,, A,, 0), v = 1, . . . . N, and there 
the structure of the solution surface is well known by the local theory of 
Section 2. In particular 0 is a regular value for 2 as given by (3.12) on 
52 x (0~ Iv I <E, I u21 <S} for some 6 > 0. Therefore in what follows we 
have to perturb g only in D x {0 < 1 u 1 <E, I v2 I B 6 > O}. This means 
that these perturbations do not change 6(rc, A) = D,, g2(tc, I, 0), 
f*(rc,Iz, ul,O)=O, and g,(rc,A, ul,O)=a(~)ul+f,,(l, vi). (We perturb by 
adding a small function having its support only in Q x (0 < I u I < E, 
lu21 hbO}.) Ob serve that 2 (as given by (3.12)) is equivariant. 
In order to simplify again the notation we shall omit the restriction of g 
to the cylinder D x B,(O) and we shall assume that g’(~, 1, V) = 0 has no 
stationary solutions but the trivial one globally. Furthermore we can 
neglect the existence of a stationary singular point (0, 0,O) E R* x R” and 
simply assume that det a(A) #O for all I E IR. (In (2.17) we used that det 
4&l ’ 0.) 
Therefore 
2 is generic on some neighborhood (!& of R* x R” x (0) in 
this sense that zero is a regular value for the equivariant 
mapping g : O,\ HP + E, where HP denotes the discrete set 
of generic Hopf points in lR2 x (0) x (0). (3.13) 
It will be our goal to make zero a regular value for a perturbation 2 of 2 
on the biggest possible set. Without equivariance this could be done on the 
whole space (Sard’s theorem). But since we want to preserve equivariance 
(by reasons which will become clear in Section 4) Hopf bifurcations from 
the (trivial) stationary solutions and secondary bifurcations from periodic 
paths of orbits cannot be avoided. This will be studied in the remaining 
part of this section. 
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The whole process is an induction over the minimal periods 2x/k. The 
smallest minimal period is 271/n,, where n, is the biggest mode. Since the 
proof of the existence of a generic perturbation in a neighborhood of 
the invariant space with minimal period 2x/n, is the same as the following 
induction step we give immediately the induction hypothesis. 
Let R* x E, denote the invariant subspace of R* x E having minimal 
period 2z/k. The space R* x Ek might contain further invariant subspaces 
having minimal periods 27c/k where the numbers k are integer multiplies of 
k. There could also be invariant spaces R* x EL with some k > k and k does 
not divide k. 
The induction hypothesis is as follows: 
Let f > k. Then there is an equivariant perturbation 2 of 
g which has no nontrivial stationary solutions in R* x EL 
and zero is a regular value for the equivariant mapping 
g: IL!* x (Ek\{O})\PD + EL for each &a k. Here PD 
denotes a discrete set of regular period doubling bifurca- 
tion orbits in l%* x E/; (see (3.25) below). Furthermore 
there is an open neighborhood Q, c R* x E of each R* x Ek 
with i> k such that zero is a regular value for 
$: &\(HP u PD) + E. Again HP u PD denotes the dis- 
crete sets of Hopf points or period doubling orbits in 
R2xEL. (3.14) 
The distinction between I% > k and & > k in the two parts of the induction 
hypothesis is simply explained as follows: We assume genericity in the 
invariant spaces R* x EL for all l> k. In open neighborhoods of these 
invariant spaces, however, bifurcations out of these spaces are not excluded. 
It will be the first step to classify these bifurcations as period doubling 
bifurcations (see after this (3.28)). 
Due to equivariance of S, a regular solution surface in R* x Ek is 
parameterized as 
Ck = {(Jw 471, &dz)), z E (T,, T2), IKE [0,271]}, where 
-oo<T,<T,<oo. The tangent vectors (a, 1, ti), 
(0, 0, Su)( -= d/dq for S see (2.13)) can be chosen 
orthonormal. If T, and/or T2 are finite Ck is either a 
boundaryless urface (a torus) or at T,, T2 the boundary 
consists of a Hopf point or of a period halving orbit. If 
T, = - cc or T, = + 00 the component Ck is unbounded. 
We call Ck a maximal path of orbits with minimal period 
2x/k. (3.15) 
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For this parameterization we refer to the Appendix ((5.1-5.5)). If we fix 
the phase to 19 = 0 we call { (rc(r), n(r), u(r)), t E ( Ti, T,)) a regular path. 
First we consider C, in the whole space lR* x E and investigate secondary 
bifurcation from Ck. To this purpose we decompose 
R2xE=lR2~Ek~C=S=R2~W’~Cr~@S, u=(ol,z,,zs)= 
(u,, zs), $= (gk, g,), where gk: R2 x E, -+ Ek and g, is the 
component of 2 in @“. (3.16) 
The derivative evaluated at solutions of & = 0 in lR2 x Ek has the form 
where we suppress again for simplicity the real representation. The zeros in 
the second row are a simple consequence of the invariance (3.3). We show 
that DzI gk = 0. By definition of E, and equivariance 
&(& A, ok, &,kzs) =k?k(K, 1, ukr z,) and therefore 
Dzs &(K, 1, uk, 0) SZn,k = D,jk(‘G 1, uk, 0)~ (3.18) 
Again by definition of Ek and by the fact that @” is complementary to 
Ek there is no nontrivial element in C” having the period 2z/k. Therefore 
s 2n,k - I: @” + @” is an isomorphism and Dzs gk = 0 follows. 
By (3.17) we can conclude: The complementary solution set of 2 = 0 in 
R2 x E is connected to some generic Ck only if the matrix M, := D,& is 
singular for some (KY 1, ok) E Ck. 
By the equivariance this quadratic matrix M, commutes with SZlr,k in its 
real representation, 
S,,,kM* = MS Sln,k 9 
S 2nlk = diag 
cos (nj/k) 2n - sin (nj/k) 27~ 
sin (nj/k) 271 cos (nj/k) 27~ > 
(3.19) 
= diag( Sj), where the size of Sj is 2rj, 
and nj are the modes of @“. 
Let us decompose M, into the blocks 
Mpy : lR2’, + Iw2’p which maps the space with mode n, into 
the space with mode nP. (3.20) 
An elementary computation yields the following structure of Mpy 
resulting from S,M,, = M,, S, : 
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(1) p=v and 2n,=jk for some jEN. Then M,, is an 
arbitrary real 2r, x 2r,-matrix. 
(2) p = v and 2n, # jk for all jE N. Then M,, consists of 
2 x 2-blocks of the form (t ;b). 
(3) p # v and n, f n, = jk, n, =p(k/2) for some j, p E N. 
Then M,, is an arbitrary real 2r, x 2r,-matrix. 
(4) p#v and n,+n,=jk for some jE N, n,#p(k/2) for 
PE N. Then M,, consists of 2 x2-blocks of the form 
(Z 9. 
(5) p # v and n, -n, = fjk for some jE N, n, #p(k/2) for 
p E N. Then M,, consists of 2 x 2-blocks of the form 
F+j 
7. 
(6) and n,+n,#jk for all jEN. Then M,,=O. (3.21) 
Remark. The structure of DcK,L,U)g and of D,,g, as given in (3.17), 
(3.21), respectively, is usually referred to as Schurr’s lemma. 
All matrices M, of this structure (3.21) form a a-dimensional subspace V 
of L( R”) where the value of G < (2~)~ depends on the modes in R*“. The 
same argument as given in [S, II, Prop. 5.31 yields the following: 
the matrices of rank p in V form a real submanifold 
in I’ of codimension c(p), where ~(2s) = 0, ~(2s - 1) = 1, 
2 $ c(p) d d for 0 d p < 2s - 2. (3.22) 
Only if an arbitrary block M,, in M, is present the rank p = 2s - 1 is 
possible: in all other cases the kernels are at least 2-dimensional (if not 
trivial). Consider now the one-parameter family 
along Ck. By the density of transversal maps (see [S, II, 43) there is 
a smooth perturbation fis(r) of M,(r) in I’ which is transversal to all 
submanifolds in V formed by the matrices of rank p. This means for a 
one-parameter family, 
if there exists a mode n, =p(k/2) in C” (p = odd) the per- 
turbation as(z) has not maximal rank at a discrete set 
{zj} c (T,, r,) and dim ker Qs(r,)= 1, ker fi,(rj) has 
only modes n, =p,(k/2) (pj = odd). Furthermore, (d/dr) 
det aT(r)I, # 0 for all zj E (T,, T,). If C” has pnly 
modes n, #p(k/2) for PE N then the perturbation M,(r) 
has a maximal rank for all z E (T,, T,). (3.24) 
The property (d/dz) det fi,(~)l~=~, #0 can be achieved by the same 
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method as we did it for the two-parameter family 6(1c, 2) (see (3.9-3.11)). 
By induction hypothesis (3.14) we need not perturb M,(r) near possible 
end points 7 = T,, T2 which are either Hopf points HP or regular period 
halving bifurcation orbits PD in a proper subspace R2 x EZk of !R2 x Ek. By 
reasons which will be clear in Section 4 we call 
an orbit {(lc(zj), 47,), S,U,(~~)), 0~ [0, 2711) c C, a 
regular period doubling bifurcation orbit in R2 x E,. (3.25) 
As a matter of fact at these orbits a period doubling bifurcation from Ck 
with minimal period 2z/k into R2 x Ek,2 of minimal period 4n/k takes place. 
So far, tis(7)=tis(lc(7), i(z), uk(7)) is only defined along the path Ck, 
where the phase t? is fixed at 8=0. -By fis(rc(7), A(z), &uk(z)) := 
S’&s(7) S;’ (which is well defined since M,(7) E Y commutes with S2,+) 
M, is now defined on the whole path of orbits C,. Choose a section Q, of 
Ck near (~(z,,), 47,), ~~(7~)) =: (JC,,, &,, uO) which is defined as 
Q,, = (ho, &, UC,) + ({drl-(7,), 47,), dk(70)), s E (--E, ~1) + PO), 
where PO = ((K, 4 uk)~ R2 x Ek, ((K, 2, ok), (6 1, i)k)(7d) = (u, Suk(7,!) 
= O}. If E is small enough the intersection Ck n Q,, is a path ck. Extend M, 
on this section Q, apart from this path in the space V meeting M, = D,$ gs 
at small positive distance from this path. Thus M, is defined on the whole 
section Q,,. Finally define 
&(K, I, S&J = S(&‘,(K, A, Uk) s,’ for (F 1, ok) E Q,, (3.26) 
which is again well defined since all uk near the path ck c Ck have 
minimal period 2n/k and M, satisfies (3.26) for all (K, 1, uk) E R2 x Ek by 
equivariance. Therefore, by continuing this process along Ck, M, is 
everywhere defined on R2 x E,. Finally we set 
b(% I, uk, z,) = 
$k(& A, uk, zs) 
ti&, 2, 0,‘) z, +f,(K, 1, uk, z,) > (3.27) 
if &(% 1, ok? Z,) = Dz,&(~, 1, vk, 0) zs +f,(% 1, ukT zs). 
Thus 2 is everywhere defined, is equivariant, and by the investigation of the 
regular period doubling bifurcation at (rc(tj), 1(7,), uk(tj)) E ck into 
R2 x Ek,2 (see (4.14-4.18)) we achieved a first step in the induction proof: 
There is an open neighborhood &c R2 x E of each 
R2 x Ek with R 3 k such that 2 is generic in Co,. Here 
“generic” means that all of (3.14) holds for each 1; >, k. (3.28) 
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It will be crucial in the next steps that g is not perturbed in C$ (or some 
smaller subset). Furthermore the l-dimensional kernel of &,(ri) = 
D,,$(K(T~), A(r,), uk(rj)) is in a subspace of @” having only modes 
n,=pj(k/2) for some odd pj~ N (see (3.24)). Therefore we restrict g as 
given by (3.27) to that invariant space R* x Ek,2 and set 
R* x EklZ = R2 x Ek x C” where this time the modes of C” 
are of the form nj = pi (k/2), pj = odd. (3.29) 
The induction is finished if we have shown (3.14) for (k/2). 
By (3.28) and the notation (3.29) we know that g(~, A, uk, z,) is generic 
for Iz,I < 6. (Here and in the sequel we restrict g to a bounded open 
invariant set in R* x E, which is a cylinder Q x B,(O), e.g. For simplicity 
of notation we suppress this restriction, and at the end of the induction 
process we explain how to obtain a perturbation on all of lR* x E.) We set 
z, = (z,, zz, . . . . zq) E @” with modes n,, n2, . . . . n4. This notation collides with 
(3.1), but we think that this will not lead to any confusion. We assume that 
z1 has mode (k/2) =nl and that zj have modes 
p,(k/2) =nj, pi> 3 (odd), j=2, . . . . q. (3.30) 
(If z1 is not present the first step of the following induction is not taken). 
First we show that 
g has an equivariant and generic perturbation for (rc, I, 
Uk,Z,)~~~U{l(Z2,...,Zq)l<~}. (3.31) 
Decompose z, = (r:, . . . . Sb, ), tj = xJ’ + iyj, and let 
g’ be a perturbation of d considered as a real function of 
(K, A, uk, xi, t:, . . . . <i,, z2, . . . . zq) for xi >O such that zero 
is a regular value for 2’ and 2’ = g on 0~ for some C!? <6. (3.32) 
Such a perturbation, as explained after (3.12), is based on Sard’s Theorem: 
we add a small constant times a cut off function having its support in the 
given domain (see also the description after (3.47)). Extend this perturba- 
tion as follows: 
g’(& 1, ok7 ein’sxip tt, . . . . (LIT ZZ, . . . . zq) 
= Segl(q 1, K,u,, xi, epinie<:, . . . . epinl’<~,, Spez2, . . . . Spezq) 
on Qu {l(i;L . . . . ti,, z2, . . . . zJl <S> n (4 >O>. (3.33) 
This extension is well defined since the modes of Ek,* are integer multiples 
of n, = k/2 and for xi = 0 we have 6’ = g which is equivariant. By construc- 
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tion 2’ is a perturbation of $ which is equivariant and generic on 
au w:, .*-, t;,, zz, . . . . zq)l <a}. Step by step we can increase this set to 
4u { I(% ..., zp)l <a}. (The positive values of d are reduced in each step; 
next we replace again d by 6 and keep in mind that its value is not 
necessarily constant.) The new function is also again called 2 (as in (3.28)). 
The induction over the remaining variables (z,, . . . . z4) is slightly more 
involved. We give again the first step. Decompose z2 = (tf, . . . . ti,), 
cj? = xi’ + iyi’, and we claim that 
g(rc, 1, vk, zl, x:, <i, . . . . lz,, z3, . . . . z4) as a real function of 
its real arguments has for XT > 0 a perturbation g’ such 
that zero is a regular value for g’, 2’ =g on 
06 u { I(% ..., zq)l <S}, and 2’ is equivariant with respect 
to the discrete group g’(rc, 1, SVvk, SVzl, x:, <s, . . . . <i,, 
SJ3, . . . . &z,) = s,g’(% A, vk, zl, $3 t:, . . . . t;p z3, . ..v zq) 
with S, = SZRvlnj, v = 0, . . . . p2 - 1, n2 =p,(k/2). (3.34) 
We recall that the greatest common divisor of the modes in 
R2 x E,,, = R2 x R” x @’ x @” is k/2 and therefore the discrete group has no 
subgroup which acts as the identity on E,,,. (The representation is “faith- 
full.“) The invariant space II?2 x Ek,2 contains an open fundamental region of 
this group (S,, v = 1, . . . . p2}. Although we do not use this fundamental 
region explicitely in the sequel we need the main ideas of its construction. 
Therefore we give the proof in the Appendix (see (5.7-5.13)). In order to 
prove (3.34) we show the existence of an open covering 
R2 X Ek/2C 06 U () (j 8, i such that 
j=l v=l j 
(a) &inS,i=0 for v#~,v,~~{L...,p~), (3.35) 
(b) 2 is/generic6n Q in the sense of (3.28). 
The definition of the open sets c; will be given in (3.46) after their con- 
struction in the subsequent proof. The connection of (3.35) with the notion 
of a fundamental region consists of an additional covering of its boundary. 
Since this boundary is rather complicated we give directly the proof of 
(3.35). 
In order to simplify the notation we first suppress the superfluous 
variables. Call the (z,, z,, z3, . . . . z,)-space CP ( = C’x C” without z2). We 
claim that 
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47’ = C?L v Uy= i lJy= r S,Zj such that 49, Zj are open in Cp, 
% is a neighborhood of all subspaces of Cp having modes 
nj=pj(k/2) such that nj and n2 have a greatest common 
divisor greater than k/2 or f& is a neighborhood of z = 0 if 
there is no such subspace, S,@ = %, and S,C, n S,C, = 0 
for v #p, v, p E { 1, . . . . p2}. (3.36) 
In a first step we prove (3.36) for any subspace @’ of Cp having a 
minimal set of I modes M,= {nj=pj(k/2)} such that {pj,p,} is relatively 
prime. (This means that all pj and pz have no common divisor but d= 1.) 
If I= 1 we choose 
@==B,(O)={Itl<~> 
~,={14:1~~/2,larg~I~~} 
Z,= {ItI >6/2, EP<arg5<2X/p,-E/2), 
where E = E(8) iS SUfiCiently SIIXill. 
(3.37) 
Next we give the induction step ZH 1+ 1. Here we use the same 
arguments as in the proof for the existence of the fundamental region (see 
the Appendix). 
If we reduce M,, i by one element n,, 1, say, the remaining set M, = 
(nj=pj(k/2)} has the property that (pj,pk> has ,a greatest common 
divisor d > 1 and M, is minimal in this sense that M, = M,/d fulfills the 
induction hypothesis. Therefore the reduced space C’ fulfills (3.36), where 
p2 is replaced by D2 =pJd and all covering open sets are denoted by 4, 
S,fj. (Observe that the action of the group {S,} does not change if we 
replace MI by A, and pz by j&.) We define 
~=((a=‘xB,(O))u(42xx)), C with mode n,, 1, (3.38) 
and we realize that, by induction hypothesis, the dimension of any sub- 
space in 4? is less than 1. (Otherwise i&?‘,/(k/2) would not be relatively prime 
with fi2.) If the greatest common divisor of these modes in any subspace in 
4 and of nI+ 1 were k/2, the set MI+, would have less than 1+ 1 elements 
contradicting its definition. Therefore %! as given by (3.38) fulfills all 
requirements of (3.36). Finally, if 
C,={l51>6/2,larg5l<E)c@ with mode n,, , , 
Z, = { 15 1 > 612, ~12 < arg 5 < 2n/d - c/2},, E = E(d), (3.39) 
‘ri=.2jxxl, CN+j=.2jxX~, 
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then (3.38) and (3.39). define a covering of @‘+l satisfying (3.36) (see 
(5.65.13) in the Appendix). 
For the general case we use the above result for all C’ c CP as a starting 
point for an induction whose hypothesis is as follows: 
If some @” with 1 d (T < p - 1 has modes nj =p,(k/2) such 
that {pj, p2} is relatively prime then @” can be covered as 
described in (3.36). (3.40) 
We show that (3.40) holds also for CJ = p. Assume that @P-i satisfies (3.40) 
and therefore 
@p-‘=%p-, “c) 6 s”y by induction hypothesis. (3.41) 
j=l v=l i 
Let nP =p,(k/2) be the mode of @ and uY= CP-’ x C. Then, by (3.41), CP 
iscoveredasCP=(4?P-,~@)uUUSY(~~-1~@). 
By (3.36), aP- i x @ = U, (C” x B,(O) x C), where the union is taken over 
all subspaces @” of CP-’ having modes nj=pj(k/2) such that {pi, p2} is 
not relatively prime. (The small ball B6(0) is in the complementary space 
@p-‘-0.) We have to distinguish two cases: 
For the modes y;i”’ =$ (k/2) of @“I the set {pi”‘, pP, p2} is 
not relatively prime either, or for the modes ny =pJ”(k/2) 
of @“* the set { pTz, pp, p2} is relatively prime. (3.42) 
In the first case @“’ x B,(O) x C c eP (with obvious notation for CP) and, 
since g2 + 1 < p - 1, in the second case the induction hypothesis (3.40) 
holds for Cu2 x C = CC2 + ‘, 
NC72 P2 o*+ 1 
co* x @ x B,(O) = (+2c,+ 1 x B,(O))u LJ u S” c x B,(O) . (3.43) 
j=l v=l i > 
This finally yields 
a, 02 
(3.44) 
02 j=l “=l 
If the first unions are defined as 4ZP the covering (3.44) fulfills all 
requirements of (3.36). 
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It is now straightforward to verify the open covering of R* x Ek,*. 
Indeed, if the variables (K, A, vl, z2) are added, then by (3.30), 
R2XRmX@p2X%cC 63 Cp2 = (z,-space}. (3.45) 
By choosing 
&!*xIw”xcp2x~, j = 1, . ..) N, (3.46) 
i i 
the proof of (3.35) is accomplished. 
Next we have to go back to the proof of (3.34). 
Since 2 is equivariant we know that 
a E E,, is a regular value for g on cy iff S,a E Ek,2 is a 
regular value for $ on S, C; for all v = 1, . . . . p2. (3.47) 
We first make some general observations: Let @ be a bounded open set 
m R* x E,,, and let 0 be a regular value for 2 on 9. Let Y be a second 
bounded open set such that % n Y # @. We claim that there is an 
arbitrarily small perturbation of S on V which makes 2 generic on Q c Y 
and which does not alter the previous genericity of 2 on some 4 c %!. The 
sets p, @ are arbitrary provided their closures are contained in Y and @, 
respectively. Since the set of critical points of g in the closure of 4 is com- 
pact the corresponding image of critical values is closed. This, in turn, 
implies that the set of regular values for g on 4 contains an open ball 
B,(O) = Ek,2. Next let --a E B,(O) be a regular value for 2 on Y. If 
$: R*xE,,, -+ [0, l] denotes a smooth cut off function having its support 
in V then $ + all/ is generic in p‘, where, by definition, $ E 1. On the other 
hand, all values of all/ are in B,(O) and therefore 02 is surjective provided 
2 = - a$ in 4. If the norm of a is chosen small enough (which is possible 
by Sard’s Theorem) then, again by compactness, D(g + a$) is surjective in 
all zeros in 4, too. This proves the genericity of this perturbation 2 + a$ 
on p and on 4. 
We apply this type of perturbation on the different families Ff of the 
covering (3.35). But first we describe the perturbation on one family S, cj” 
with tixedj: Define all cut off functions + with support in CJ? invariant with 
respect to the group {S,}, i.e., ‘/+(K, A, &u/c, SJ,) = $(Kc, 2, uk, Z,); by 
(3.35(a)) this can be done in a compatible way. If zero is a regular value 
for $ + a$ on c; for some 8~6 indicating, as before, a slightly smaller set, 
then by the preceding remark (3.47) 2 + S,u$ is generic on S, xi”, 
v = 1, . ..) p2. In this way we preserve the discrete equivariance of each 
perturbation. 
Assume now that Cl n (Uj<,,, Uy=, S, c,“) # fa for some m > 1 and 
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that 2 is already generic on the second union. In view of the local character 
of all considerations of this paper these sets are intersected with a bounded 
open invariant set in [w* x Ek,* (which can be a cylinder Q x B,(O), e.g.). 
Without changing the notation we can apply our general observations to 
% = lJjCm ug’=, S, J$ and to V =CL: There is a perturbation on Ci 
which makes g generic on CL and which does not alter the previous 
genericity on UjGm Uy= I S, cf. (A s b f e ore we do not claim that all reduc- 
tions 5 are fixed during the process.) Since the families CL and cj have the 
same period (see (3.35(a))) the group action finally yields a compatible 
equivariant perturbation on Uf= I S, CL. 
If ~9~ n Cl # 0 we recall that the support of the cut off functions are in 
Ck. Again the group action yields an equivariant perturbation which 
makes g generic on S, Ci and preserves the genericity on 0~. (Observe that 
g is equivariant on c?&.) 
Finally we can make sure that after all reductions of the sizes cj”, Co, to 
xi”, ~9~ with some 8~6 the covering (3.35) is still valid if 6 is replaced by 
$. Thus we proved the claimed perturbation (3.34). 
In the last step we extend $’ equivariantly as follows: 
gl(~, A, vk, einzexf, l:, . . . . tz,, z,, . . . . zq) 
= S,~‘(K, A, Spevk, x:, ecin2”<:, . .. . epin2(~,, S-,z,, . . . . Slezq) 
onO~u(15~ ,..., <z,,z3 ,..., z,~<~}n{x~20}. (3.48) 
Observe that for x: = 0 we have $’ = g which is equivariant and generic, 
and in view of (3.34) this extension is well defined (all modes are integer 
multiples of k/2). It gives an equivariant and generic perturbation on 
4u {I ft:, ...? 5;*> z3, . . . . zq 1 <a} and after finitely many steps of the type 
described before we can remove all side conditions on z2 and afterwards on 
(z ZJ. 3 9 . . . . 
So far the generic perturbation $ is constructed only on bounded open 
invariant sets of R2 x E, which is certainly enough for the local considera- 
tions of Hopf bifurcation. However, to make this section independent from 
local Hopf bifurcation, we can trivially cover [w2 x E by a locally linite 
countable union of bounded open invariant sets such that the procedure of 
our general observations as described before can be applied sequently on 
each covering set. Thus, if g is defined on the whole space Iw2 x E, we finally 
obtain a generic perturbation 2 on all of R2 x E. 
For the sake of completeness we make some remarks on generic 
equivariant vector fields (depending on two parameters) without the 
assumption that g(K, A, v) = 0 has no stationary solutions but the trivial 
one. Restricting g to the invariant space R* x Iw” (the stationary space) the 
mapping gl(rc, I, vl, O)=a(l) v1 +fi0(12, vr) in (1.20) depends only on one 
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parameter. Nevertheless the generic solution sets in R2 x R” consist of sur- 
faces whose structure is given by R! x ((L(t), u,(r)), ZE (T,, T,)}. Assuming 
the general abstract case (when g is not necessarily derived from a differen- 
tial equation) then, by Sard’s theorem, solution sets in R2 x KY” of 
g,(lc, I, ui, 0) = 0 are smooth surfaces without boundary. 
For possible bifurcation from stationary surfaces we have to study 
D,, g2( Ic, 1, vi, 0) for (K, I, u, , 0) on such a surface. Equivariance implies 
that D,, g,(lc, A, u,, 0) Se = SOD,, g,(rc, ;1, vi, 0) for all 8 E R, which, in turn, 
yields that D,, g, = b = diag(b,), j= 1, . . . . 1, bj: @‘I + @‘I is complex linear 
(see (3.5)). Since b restricted to a surface depends on two parameters the 
arguments (3.6-1.1) prove that 
generically Hopf bifurcations in the sense of Section 2 
from stationary solutions cannot be excluded. (3.49) 
What we proved so far in this section can be summarized as follows: 
The global solution set of g(lc, 1, u) = 0 consists generically 
of a net of stationary and periodic surfaces which are 
(possibly) connected only by Hopf bifurcations or period 
doubling bifurcations. (3.50) 
Due to equivariance all bifurcations which are different from the two 
generic types in (3.50) can be excluded; these two bifurcations are caused 
by singularities of the linearizations along stationary or periodic surfaces 
and it was part of the proofs that these singularities generically occur. But 
this does not prove that these bifurcations cannot be avoided: To make this 
point clear, consider, for instance, the simple-eigenvalue bifurcation of one- 
parameter problems: if the index of the so-called trivial solution changes, 
this change can certainly not be removed unless the trivial solution itself is 
broken up. This “unfolding” of a pitchfork converts the singularity of the 
linearization into a turning point and no bifurcation (in its geometric 
sense) occurs. On the other hand, such a pitchfork cannot be unfolded 
without abolishing its symmetry! This heuristic argument proves that the 
period doubling bifurcation cannot be unfolded preserving the equivariance 
(see (4.17)). However, for both types of bifurcations listed in (3.50) the 
following argument applies: the bifurcations are removed only if the paths 
with minimal period 2n/k, say, are detached from the invariant space 
R2 x R” of stationary solutions or from the spaces R x E,, with half the 
period, respectively. (Observe simply that any solution in these invariant 
spaces is necessarily embedded in some regular surface of the net.) If the 
paths of orbits are detached, however, the bounded ends C, or C, (for this 
notation see (5.6) in the Appendix) “lose” their boundaries which 
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contradicts (5.6) if equivariance is preserved. Therefore we can state the 
following: 
For equivariant mappings the generic Hopf bifurcations or 
period doubling bifurcations in the global generic net of 
solutions are unvoidable in this sense that they cannot be 
unfolded. (3.51) 
4. AN ORBIT INDEX AND SNAKES IN THE GENERIC BIFURCATION NETS 
It is our goal to extend the local analysis of Section 2 globally, in par- 
ticular, we show how the index of gr, on the Poincare section behaves at 
period doubling bifurcations. We recall that E = R” x V g KY” x Rzn, and 
that a regular path of orbits is parameterized as 
{(WT %)9 &4~)L ~wJ2),~m42~1). (4.1) 
It will be crucial in which invariant space such a path is considered. If its 
minimal period is 2n/k then this path can be embedded into lR2 x Ek and 
it is a part of a maximal path of orbits with minimal period 2z/k which we 
called C, (see (3.15)). When considered in the whole space R2 x E, 
however, this maximal path can be cut into pieces by period doubling 
bifurcations into R2 x Ek,2. Since, in turn, this space is invariant, it makes 
no difference whether we consider a path with minimal period 2n/k in 
R2 x E or in R2 x Ek,2. 
We represent he kernel of DcK,II,Vj g,, (= tangent plane of a regular path 
of orbits given by (4.1)) as 
k(z) = spanC(li-CT), i(z), $T)), (0, 0, So(~))1 (4.2) 
(see (3.15)). 
Next we choose a complement of k(z) in R2 x E depending continuously 
on r and extending the first decomposition of E in (2.2) if the path meets 
a regular Hopf point, 
R2xE=k(z)@D(z), dim D(z) = m + 2n = dim E, 
D(z) = R2 x D, near a Hopf point. (We identify x with 0.) 
(4.3 1 
Sin= D&, = DC,, d EL has maximal rank along any regular path 
sign detW,,W)~ WY W)loc,,) :=P(T) ( # 0 along a regular path). 
(4.4) 
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Obviously the aftine space (rc(z), I(r), u(r)) + D(z) is a Poincare section of 
the path of orbits and the meaning of p(z) is the following: 
P(T) = inWre IP,,~,bi~r,,u~r~,~ (4 )  XT), U(T))) which is the 
index of S,, at (K(Z), n(z), u(r)) when restricted to the 
Poincare section. Therefore we call it also Poincart index. (4.5) 
By equivariance this index is constant on the complete path of orbits 
(K(Z), n(z), Sou(~)), i.e., it is independent of 8. 
By definition this Poincare index depends on the orientations of D(T) 
and E. We recall that lR2” r @” is endowed with the induced orientation 
and that R2 and IR” are given a fixed orientation. We call this orientation 
of E the induced orientation and fix it in the sequel. The orientation of k(z) 
is given by (4.2), i.e., it is given by the parametrization or the orientation 
of the path. Thus, when changing the orientation of the path, this has to 
be corrected by changing the orientation of the complementary space D(T). 
Therefore 
the index p changes sign if the orientation of the path changes. (4.6) 
We remark that these conventions are in agreement with (2.18); therefore 
p(z) extends the local indices of Section 2 if the path meets a Hopf point 
at T, or T2. We deduct from (2.21), 
lim r \I ,P(T) = Wd, (K,, &)), lim, , T2p(~) = -incUd, 
(K~,, A,)), if the path meets a regular Hopf point as an 
outgoing or incoming solution, respectively; in particular 
a regular path cannot loop back to the same Hopf point. (4.7) 
This analysis can be done in invariant subspaces R2 x Ek as well (which are 
all given the induced orientation). We define: 
Let pk be the index of a regular path in the sense of (4.4) 
when this path is considered in R2 x E,. (4.8) 
An immediate consequence is that 
a maximal path Ck of minimal period 2x/k in R* x E, has 
a Poincart index pk which is constant on Ck. (4.9) 
The index pk obviously has the property (4.6) as well; it will be crucial to 
show its relations to p. A first simple observation follows from (2.17): 
pk =p near a Hopf point in l!+!* x E,. (4.10) 
A period doubling bifurcation from C, occurs at some (K(T~), A(T,), 
505/97/2-3 
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II( E [w2 x Ek if and only if Dg, lD(roj has a one-dimensional kernel in 
R2 x EEk12 which is not in R2 x Ek. To be more precise, by (3.17) this kernel 
is in C” and the condition for a period doubling bifurcation is 
02 re, os has a one-dimensional kernel, where the modes of 
C” are of the form n, =p,(k/2) (pi = odd). Furthermore, 
(W) WD~&(~)~ WY W)lDcJ-,+O (4.11) 
(see (3.17), (3.24)). This means by definition (4.4): 
The index p changes sign at any regular period doubling 
bifurcation orbit. (4.12) 
The same argument holds in the invariant space lR2 x Ek,2 and we state 
The Poincare index pk,2 changes sign at any regular period 
doubling bifurcation orbit on C,. (4.13) 
Next we study this bifurcation in the space R2 x Ek,2 in detail. To this 
purpose we set 
f(7, w) =&(47) + K, 47) + 4 47) + u) with 
w = (K, ;1, u) E D(z,) c R2 x Ek,2 near (r,, 0). (4.14) 
(For the definitin of D(Q) see (4.3), where E is replaced by Eki2.) We know 
by (4.11), (3.17), (3.24), 
f(7, 0) = 0 for all t near r0 
f,(z,O)=Dg,,:D(ro)~E,,,, 
ker fw(70, 0) = wnCv,l, cpo = (0, 0, uo), where 
00 E E/c,2 has only nonzero components with modes 
p(k/2), p = odd. Furthermore, det fJro, 0) = 0, (d/d7) 
detfw(70, O)l,=.,#O. (4.15) 
At 7 = 7. we have therefore a classical simple eigenvalue bifurcation for 
f(7, w) = 0 in the sense of Crandall-Rabinowitz (see [9], (3.24), (3.25)). 
Defining S,, w = (ic, A, S2,,k u) we see by definition (4.14) that 
fh &n,lc WI = S2,f (73 w). (4.16) 
Therefore, if (7, w) is in the unique bifurcating branch, (7, S2,,kw) is in 
that branch, too, and this observation allows the following parameteriza- 
tion of the bifurcating pitchfork: 
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f(Tb)Y w(s)) = 0 for s near 0, r(O) = rO, w(0) = (0, 0, 0), 
u(s) = SD0 + o(s), 
S*+U(S) = --sue + o(s) = u( --s), 
(4.17) 
K( -s) = it(s), A( -s) = A(s), T( -s) = T(S) for s near 0. 
The bifurcating period doubling path is then given by 
(de)) + K(S), 4e)) + 4s), u(e)) + u(s)) 
=: (K”(s), I(s), v”(s)) for s near 0, 
(W), mu v”(O)) = (dTo), 4To), U(To)). 
(4.18) 
Due to genericity, this local regular path has a maximal extension Ck,* 
in R2 x Ek,2 (with fixed minimal period 4n/k) until it reaches a Hopf point 
or a second period halving orbit in R* x Ek or “infinity.” When embedded 
into the whole space R* x E this path can be cut into several pieces by 
period doubling bifurcations into R* x Ek,4. 
Near (IC(Z~), L(r,), u(ro)) the indices p(s), pklz(s) are defined along 
(c(s), I(S), v”(s)) and their relation to p(r), pkIz(r) is the following: 
sign(s)p(s) = -sign(t - ro)p(r) 
skn(sh12(s) = -skw(~ - T~)P~,~(T). 
(4.19) 
The proof in R* x E and R2 x Ek,2 is obviously the same and we refer to the 
Appendix (see (5.14-5.29)). Observe that for s < 0 and s > 0 we are on the 
same path of orbits (E(s), I(S), i?(s)) shifted only half of its period 4x/k 
around (see (4.17)). Indeed, by equivariance and (4.17), Dg,,(lz(-s), 
;2”(-s),~(-s))=Dg,,(r2(s),~(s),s 2,,e~(s))=S2nlLDgre(rZ(s),;5(s),~(s))S;,),= 
Dg,,(R(s), x(s), i?(s)) (where we define again S,f,(lc, A, u) = (1, A, S,,,u)). 
The last equality follows from the fact that A, = O,,g, commutes with 
s 2n,k (see (3.17), (3.19)). Therefore the opposite sign of p on both sides of 
the bifurcation point s = 0 is in agreement with (4.4) since the orientation 
of the path on both sides is different. Since we distinguish only one path on 
the whole path of orbits (= surface) we follow only (E(s), x(s), u”(s)) for 
s > 0. 
An immediate consequence of (4.19) and (4.9) is that 
the maximal regular path of orbits Ck12 having minimal 
period 4x/k cannot loop back to the same regular period 
doubling orbit. (4.20) 
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The last crucial property of the Poincare indices is the following: 
Consider a regular path of minimal period 2n/k, i.e., a part 
of C,, in R* x Ek,* and in R* x E. Then pk,* =p along Ck. (4.21) 
In other words, if the orientation of this path is fixed it will make no 
difference whether the index is computed in lR* x Ek,* or in R* x E. For the 
proof of (4.21) we rewrite (3.17) as 
(4.22) 
where this time C” has only modes nj which are no multiples of k/2, 
nj#p(k/2) for all p E N. (The proof of (4.22) is the same as in (3.18).) By 
(3.24), D, $, is regular along Ck and (4.21) is proved if we have shown that 
det D, is > 0. 
Order the modes of @” as follows: 
M,!= {nj, nj= -1 (mod k)}, 
M*[= {nj, nj=Z(mod k)}, I= 1, . . . . (k/2)- 1. 
(4.23) 
Since S 2n,kDr, 2s = Dzs &S2n,k along Ck the structure of D,,gf, is described 
in (3.21). By (3.21), and (3.6) the spaces with modes in M,, u M,, are 
invariant for all I= 1, . . . . (k/2) - 1. 
Within such an invariant space with fixed 1 the matrix D,,g, decomposes 
into four blocks 8, which map the space with modes in the set M, into 
the space with modes in the set Mjr, i, j= 1,2. Again by (3.21) 
i$?,, , M,, consist of 2 x 2-blocks of the form (z lb), 
whereas til*, **I consist of 2 x2-blocks of the form 
(;: 3. (4.24) 
By this structure of D,,g, it is easily seen that an even number of inter- 
changes of pairs of rows and of pairs of columns, respectively, yields a 
matrix whose entries are only 2 x 2-blocks of the formI; ib). (Interchange 
the rows of (&r, &?r2) and then the columns of ($) pairwise, respec- 
tively.) Such a matrix is the real representation of a complex linear map- 
ping in @” and since we agreed upon the induced orientation we showed 
that det D, $, > 0 for each (rc, 2, u) E Ck. The above proof shows also that 
along a regular path of minimal period 2z/k we have 
Pk =pk/(ZI+ I), Pk/2 =pkfZI for all lc N, provided k/W+ 11, 
k/21 E N and the corresponding modes are present in E. (4.25) 
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Observe simply that EklcZ,+ i, n Ek,2 = Ek and E,, c Ek,21. 
Now we are ready to define an orbit index. 
Let {(K(7), 47),47)), ~~(T~,T~)}~C~bearegularpath 
with minimal period 2n/k. Then the pair (i(r),j(z)) := 
(~~(7)~ P(~)P&)) = (PAN), IQA~)P&)) is called its orbit 
index. (4.26) 
The last equality follows from (4.21). We collect its properties which follow 
easily by the properties of p and pk listed above: 
i(7)j(7) =P(T); 
i changes sign, but j does not if the orientation of the path 
changes (see (4.6)(4.9)); 
at a regular period doubling bifurcation orbit j changes 
sign on Ck, but i does not (see (4.9) (4.12)). (4.27) 
The next properties show how the orbit index is determined near bifurca- 
tions: 
Let the path in (4.26) meet a Hopf point as an outgoing 
or incoming solution. Then, by (4.7) lim, \1 r, i(z) = 
ind(d (K,, A,))(=index of a Hopf point), lim, /” T2 i(z) = 
-ind(d, (K,,, A.,)), lim, \I .,j(z) = + 1, limr T ,j(r) = + 1. (4.28) 
For the last property see (4.10) which, in turn, follows from (2.17). 
Let {(G), G), fib)), s near 0) be a local path with mini- 
mal period 4x/k bifurcating from Ck at t = 7. and s = 0. 
Then sign(s) i(s) = -sign(r - zo) i(r)j(z) and j(s) = + 1 
for all s near 0. (4.29) 
For the last properties see (4.19) and (4.21). We emphasize that the 
property of j near bifurcation points or orbits is independent of orientations. 
Now we have the tool to define a snake. Consider the set of all nontrivial 
solutions of 2, = 0. This set consists of regular (maximal) paths of orbits 
connected only via period doubling (or period halving) bifurcations. We 
call this set a net. We give each maximal path with fixed period an orienta- 
tion (independently) such that the orbit index is everywhere defined on that 
net. 
Next we erase all parts of regular paths in that net where j = - 1 and 
consider the components of the remaining set. We claim that these com- 
ponents are linear in the sense that they consist of a sequence of connected 
paths without bifurcation and that they are either loops or have endpoints 
which are Hopf points or “infinity.” Indeed, two of three paths coming 
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together at a period doubling bifurcation have the index j = + 1, only one 
has j= - 1 (see (4.27), (4.29)). Obviously any linear component can be 
globally oriented. 
These consideratios give rise to the following definition: 
A snake is a connected sequence of regular paths of orbits 
where j= + 1. After a snake is globally oriented then the 
orbit index (i,j) is constant on it (see (4.29)). Its endpoints 
are only Hopf points or “infinity.” (4.30) 
Finally we come back to the proof of our main theorem. By assumption 
(1.22) the components of the net which is connected to the Hopf points 
(Icy, A, 01, v = 1, **., N, are completely contained in the cylinder 
S2 x B,(O) c R2 x E. By the local analysis of Section 2 each Hopf point is the 
head or the tail of a snake and by (4.30) a snake starting at a Hopf point 
also has to end at a Hopf point. This proves that the number of Hopf 
points in a bounded component of a net is necessarily even, that they are 
pairwise connected by snakes, and, by (4.28), have opposite Hopf indices. 
Therefore 
the sum of the indices of all Hopf points (K,, 1,) in 
bounded components of a net is zero. (4.31) 
This contradicts (1.21(4)) which states that the sum of these indices is not 
zero. Therefore the assumption of nonbifurcation is contradictory and the 
theorem is proved. 
An equivalent definition of an orbit index would be 
Q(z) = f(P&) +P(r)) = i(PkW +Pk,Z(T)) along a 
regular path in Ck. (4.32) 
The paths in the net where j= - 1 correspond to those where @ = 0, 
irrespective of orientations. Here the analogy to the orbit index defined in 
[ 11, 121 is obvious: pk and pk,2 correspond to the fixed point indices of the 
Poincare map II and its square n2, respectively. This requires, however, 
that the function g (or 2) comes from the differential equation as developed 
in Section 1. The translation from [ll, 123 to our approach is essentially 
done by the Floquet theory. 
In order to limit the lenght of this exposition we can give only a formal 
sketch of this transition. Assume that the differential equation (1.13), 
(K,, + rc)(du/dt) + A(I) u + F(I, U) = 0 has an isolated 2n/k-periodic solution 
z+,(t). On a neighborhood of u0 = u,(O) a (nonlinear) flow s(t, U) is defined 
such that S(0, u)= U, S(2lr/k, u,,)=u,,, and (as a function of t) s(t, U) 
solves the differential equation (1.13). The derivative D,S(t, u,,) : H + H is 
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an evolution operator (or fundamental solution) U(t, 0) of the variational 
equation (k.,+k.)(du/dt)+ [A(n)+D,l;(& uO(t))] u=O satisfying U(O,O)=Z. 
On a Poincare section Z?,=u,+H,, H,= {UE H, (u, A(l)u,+F(il, q,))=O} 
we can locally define the Poincare map ZZ: fi,, + fi,, by ZZ(u) = S( T, u), 
where the time T (near 27r/k) is defined by the property that S( T, u) E go. 
Let P, be the orthogonal projector of H onto the hyperspace H,,. A short 
computation then yields DZZ(u,) = P, U(27c/k, 0) = P,D,S(27#, uO). Then 
it is readily seen that the eigenvalues # 1 of DZZ(u,): H, + H, are given by 
e-2n*v’k, where 1, #O are the eigenvalues of the variational operator 
(kg + ~~)(d/dt) + [A(n) + D,F(I, u&t))] : DZnlk + HZnlk. This, in turn, is the 
derivative with respect to u of the nonlinear evolution operator (1.14), 
9(rc, A, U) = (JQ, + ~)(&/dt) + A(il) u + F(A, U) as a mapping from IR x DZnlk 
into H2n,k at the periodic solution z+,(t). Similarly it follows that the eigen- 
values # 1 of DZ7*(u,) are given by e-4n*dk, where A, # 0 are the eigen- 
values of the variational operator in the space H4n,k with domain D4n,k. 
Since in our local theory %(K, A, U) is reduced to g(K, I, u) it can be proved 
that the fixed point indices of 17 and ZZ2 correspond to the Poincare indices 
pk and pk.2, respectively. 
5. APPENDIX 
I. We show the structure of regular periodic solution surfaces of 
equivariant mappings 2 and how they can be parameterized. Let 
NS= ((4 I, Ul, u,), g(JG A u1,u*) =o, u2 #O, 
and D~(K, 2, u) is surjective}. (5.1) 
Since D~(Ic, I, u) is surjective for each (rc, il, u) E NS the rows of Dg form a 
basis in the normal space at each (K, A, u) E NS. This basis is given globally 
and together with a given orientation of E it allows a global orientation of 
the tangent spaces (= ker D~(K, 1, u), (K, I, u) E NS). This simply means 
that NS is orientable. 
If (K, I, u) E NS then (K, II, S,u) E NS for all 8 E R and since 
Su = (d/de) S,u Is=0 # 0 we have a global nowhere vanishing smooth 
vectorlield b2(K, I, u) = (0, 0, So/l Su I) in the tangent bundle, i.e., 
b,(K, 4 u) E Tw,vj NS which is the tangent space at (K, 2, u). Since 
S&u = S,Su we know that b2(x, 1, S,v) = Seb2(lc, 1, u), where we use 
again the convention that Se acts on R2 (the (K, I)-variables) as the 
identity. By the orientability of NS 
to the given vector field b,(lc, A, u) on NS there are unique 
smooth vector fields f bl(K, A, u) E TcK,rl,Uj NS, 1 b, 1 = 1, 
such that (b,, b2) = 0 for all (JC, 1, u) E NS. Furthermore 
bl(K,~,SeD)=SBbl(K,~,u) for all BER. (5.2) 
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The last equality follows from the same property of b, and the fact that 
Sg* = SF’. By the local analysis of Section 2, 
the vectorfields b,, b, can be chosen as an extension of 
the tangent vectors (2.13) or (2.19) depending on the 
parametrization of the local surfaces. (5.3) 
(These local parametrizations have to be compatible with the global orien- 
tation, of course.) By solving an initial value problem 
i (~3 4 u) = h(K, 4 0) on NS (5.4) 
we define global maximal trajectories {(PC(Z), A(r), u(r)), r E (Ti , T, ) } on 
each component of NS, extending the local curves (2.13) or (2.19). If a tra- 
jectory on a component of NS is bounded for all z E [r,, T2)(r~ (T,, zo)) 
on its maximal interval of existence, respectively, the properties (5.2) yield 
the two possibilities: 
this bounded trajectory of (5.4) is closed or it reaches the 
boundary of NS in finite forward (or backward) “time” z. 
In the first case this component of NS is a torus and every 
trajectory on it is closed. (5.5) 
Indeed, if the trajectory is bounded for tar0 and does not reach the 
boundary in finite time, then it exists on [z,,, co) and it comes arbitrarily 
close to itself at times z,, r, + co. By the choice of b,, b,, the segments 
((4 1, S,u), OE C--E, El) f orm (local) sections on NS along each trajectory 
of (5.4). Using also 1 b, 1 = 1 we can assume that (~(r,+i), ;i(rn+i), 
u(z,+,)) = (I, A(?,), S,“D(Z,)) for some 0,~ C-E, E] by the last 
property of (5.2). However, this is possible only for 8, = 0, proving that this 
trajectory is closed. Indeed, given any trajectory {(K(Z), A(z), u(r)}, then for 
every fixed 8, ((K(Z), A(t), SOu(r))} is a trajectory, too, Uniqueness 
excludes that these trajectories meet unless 8 =O. Since {(rc(z), A(T), 
S,o(r)), z E R, 8 E [0,27r] } c NS is a torus, it is a complete component of 
NS, and the same arguments as above show that all trajectories on it are 
closed. 
In any case a maximal trajectory of (5.4) yields a regular surface {(K(Z), 
A(r), S,u(r)), r E (T,, T2), 0~ [0,27r]} in NS and therefore it describes a 
complete component of NS. By (5.5) we can summarize: 
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Each component of NS is parameterized as C= 
{(W, 4r), S,U(~)), TE CT,, T,), OE co, 2711) = {Wh 
n(z), S,U(~)), TE CT,, %J, Of5 co, 2711) u {Wh 4z), 
&u(z)), TE [q,, T2), f3~ [0,27c]} =: C,u C,. If C has no 
boundary then it is a torus or an unbounded cylinder. 
To be more precise, in this case both C, and C, are 
unbounded. If C, (or C,) is bounded and C is not a torus, 
then C, (or C,) has necessarily a boundary at finite T, (or 
T,), respectively. (5.6) 
II. We show that the discrete group {S,} as given by (3.34) possesses an 
open fundamental region 9 in iR2 x E,,, : 
Sc(cp is open and connected, S,9nSS,9=% for 
~#wJ,P~{L..., p2}, U{‘= 1 s,F = cp. (5.7) 
Obviously we can confine ourselves to the space cp which is C’ x @” 
without z2. The proof is an induction over the number 1 of elements of a 
minimal set of modes M,= {nj=pj(k/2)} such that {pj,p2} is relatively 
prime. If 1 = 1 we take simply { cj # 0,O < arg tj < 2rc/p2} x Cp ~ ‘, where the 
mode nj of rj is in M,. 
Assume now that M,, i = (M,, n,, i } has I + 1 elements and is minimal 
in the sense defined above. Therefore {M,, n2} has a greatest common 
divisor d(k/2) > (k/2). Then G, = M,/d fulfills the induction hypothesis 
(5.7) in a subspace @” without mode n !+ i =p,+ ,(k/2), where p2 is replaced 
by fi2 =p2/d. Observe that the action of the group {S,} does not change if 
we replace M, by A, and p2 by &. 
For the induction step we define the following numbers: 
P/+1 D/+1 -=- where jjr + i and q, + I are relatively prime, 
P2 4/+ 1’ 
4r+1 
&+I=~? where d,, 1 is the greatest common divisor 
If1 
of@* and qr+ 1. (5.8) 
By definition p2 = di2 = zq,+ i = Jd,, ,ql+ i, where a and d are relatively 
prime (since the set {M,, i , n,}/(k/2) is relatively prime), d($Jd,+ 1) = 
a&+ 1 y where B214+ I and G,+ i are relatively prime. These observations 
yield 
4 ,+ i = d and the least common multiple of jj2 and q,+ 1 (or 
q,+,=d) is dfi2=p2. (5.9) 
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Define 9=&xX,+,, where &+1={~r+l#0,0<arg[,+,<2rc/d}x 
@p’+‘- ’ (cfj+ 1 is in @“‘+I which has the mode n,, i). 
The system of compatible congruences 
v=,i (modBz), B E { 1, --., 82 > 
A+ 1 v - P/+ l (mod qr+ I1, cll+1=Pbod4+l) 
(5.10) 
has a unique solution v E ( 1, . . . . p2) for any given integers b, pl+, according 
(5.10) (see [18, Chap. 61). Since q,+1 =dd,+, we can choose pr+i = 
P + .ud,+ 1, P E { 1, . . . . d} in order to obtain d different solutions of the last 
congruence in (5.10) for any ji E { 1, . . . . j&}. When we observe that 
&Sr+ 1 ~(5~0,271(P+~d,+l)/q,+l 
<arg4:<271(Ci+(~+1)d,+I)lql+l} 
for 5r+lE{5r+lf0,0<arg5r+, <2x/d} we have proved the last property 
of (5.7). 
Next we show that S,9 n 9 = fa for all v E (1, . . . . p2 - 1 }. This is true 
for v f 0 (mod&) by induction hypothesis. For v = m&, 1 <m < d, we 
obtain 
&5 1+1 =e i(b/+l/Yl+lhh2~ 4 It13 and therefore S, 5,+ i
= e’(u/+ t/41+ 11277 5 /+1 ifa,+,~~,+,m~2(modq,+,). (5.11) 
If a ,+i =0 then q,+l divides rnf?* (see (5.8)) or 
4+14,+1 divides rnfi2, l<m<d. (5.12) 
Since p2fd,+ i and qr,, are relatively prime (see (5.8)) 
gl+ , divides m, contradicting q,+ 1 = d (see (5.9)) 
and l<m<d. (5.13) 
Thus 0 <a,+ i <q,+ I and using e2 = ;2h,, , , q,+ , = dd,, i we obtain S,,,,,<r,l E 
(5 + 0, w4+, maId < arg 4 < (2np,+ ,ma+ 1)/d}, 0 < dr+ ,md c d. This 
proves Lj, IL+ 1 n Cl+ 1 = 0. 
Remark. A different proof of the same statement (5.7) can be found in 
[ 171, the “Fundamental Cell Lemma.” 
III. At the end we prove (4.19). We do this in a more general setting 
which simplifies the notation. Let F: R” + OX” (m > n) be a Cl-function and 
assume that in a neighborhood of some point in R” the solution set F-‘(O) 
consists of two (m - n)-dimensional surfaces containing two intersecting 
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curves {q(z), z E (G - E, r. +‘E)}, (u&), SE (so - E, so + E)}, zfl (Q) = 
u2(s0). The intersection is described by the kernels of OF(u): 
dim ker DF(ur(z)) = dim ker DF(u,(s)) = m - n for t#z,,s#s,, 
dim kerDF(u,(z,))=m-n+ 1, 
kerDF(u,(z))=span[ti,(r)]@k,(r)=k(r), (5.14) 
ker DF(u,(s)) = span[&(s)] @k,(s) = k(s), 
ker DJ’(ul(d) = spanC4(d Wdl OMd. 
The space k, depends continuously on its argument and k,(r,) = k,(s,). 
Let D(r), B(s) be complements of k(r), it(s), respectively, 
R” = k(z) 0 D(z) = E(s) @B(s), 
dim D(r) = dim B(s) = n, 
(5.15) 
such that cpO = tiz(sO) E D(r,), 11/0 = ti, (q,) E b(s,). The afftne spaces 
ul(z) +D(r), uz(s) +b(s) are Poincare sections of the surfaces, respec- 
tively. 
The orientations of the kernels is given by the orientation of the curves, 
i.e., by ti,(r,), ti,(s,), and by a fixed orientation of k,. The orientations of 
the complementary spaces D(r), B(s) reproduce a fixed orientation of R”, 
respectively. Obviously we can choose D(r) = D(r,) and B(s) =D(s,) 
(locally). (When applied to (4.19) we have k,(r) = span[O, 0, Su(z))].) 
By our assumptions ul(z), Q(S) are isolated solutions of F=O when 
restricted to the Poincare sections D(r), B(s) (z # rO, s Zs,,). Furthermore, 
WFl D(r)7 ul(z)) =sign WW~l(~))l,(,J ZO for r#zO 
(5.16) 
inW’bcs,~ Q(S)) = sign detW’(~As))l~(,,) ZO for s#s,. 
We claim that for t near z,,, s near s0 
sign(s-s,) ind(F]bCsJ, 4s)) = -skn(T -G) WFI,(,,, ul(z)). (5.17) 
To prove (5.17) we consider 
fi : (7()-E, z(J + E) x D(q)) + I-4” defined by fi (r, w) = 
I;(uI(T) + w) near (r,, 0). (5.18) 
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Obviously fi (r, 0) = 0 and using the Lyapunov-Schmidt decomposition 
D(T,) = kerfi,(~o, O)O D, kerfiw(~o~ 0)= wn[cpol, 
R” = W-duo, 0)) 0 E defining projectors 
P: D(T~) -, kerfi,(~o, 0) along D, 
(5.19) 
e: Kf" + Nf1,(~0~ 0)) along E, 
the equation fi (z, W) = 0 near (z,, 0) is equivalent to the one-dimensional 
bifurcation equation 
@I(T> s)= (I-Qe,f,(~, b--o) cpo+ ICII(T, ~))=o for 
(5 s) E W near (T,, soI, +1(~, so) = 0, $d~~, so) = 0. (5.20) 
Since U*(S) is a solution of F= 0 there is a function z = r(s) such that 
r(so) = r. and 
4s) = %(T(S)) + (s--o) cpo + +I(+), s) for all s near so. (5.21) 
As shown in [9, Chap. III], we have the following relation 
sign det(fiW(r, 0)) = So sign @Jr, so) for r near zo, (5.22) 
where So = f 1 depends on sign det(fi,(zo, 0): D -, R(f,,(z,, 0))). 
Obviouslyfd~, 0) = DF(ul(~))lDc,,,. 
Changing the roles of U,(Z) and of u2(s) we can choose for 
fi : (so - E, so + E) x &so) + R” defined by fi(s, 6) = 
F(u~(s) + @) near (so, 0) (5.23) 
a Lyapunov-Schmidt decompostion with the same complements D and E. 
Now, since 
and the orientation of k,(r,) is fixed, the orientation of R” is fixed only if 
the orientation of D in both decompositions is different. On the other hand, 
R” = R(DF(ul (ro))) 0 E = R(DF(u*(s,))) 0 E has identical decompositions 
(and orientations) in both cases. Therefore we obtain for the bifurcation 
function 
&C-G 2) = U- Q)f&, (t”-70) $0 + )1/h, ?)I 
(so, To), $A& to) = 0, ti&O, to) = 0 
near 
(5.25) 
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by the same result in [9] the relation 
sign det(f&, 0)) = -S, sign Qzi(s, t,J for s near sO. (5.26) 
Again we see immediately that f&(s, 0) = DI;(u,(s))l ~~SOj. 
By the definitions of fi and f2 we derive 
@tr(+h s) = (Z-Q) WU,(S))(~(+)) + $t,(z(s), s)) #O for s#s,, 
@As, ~0) = U- Q) W’(uAs))(ll/o + ICI&, ~0)) # 0 for s#s,, 
(5.27) 
locally. Now, since til(r(s)) + $0, Il/l,(r(~), S) -+ 0,11/&s, q,) -+ 0 for s + so 
we see 
sign Qlr(t(s), S) = sign Qzi(s, ro) 
= skn(V- Q) MuAs)) qo) for s near so. 
(5.28) 
Finally we study the function Qp, in the (z, s)-plane. The solution set 
around (r,, so) consists of the two intersecting curves {(r, so)} and 
{(+),s)l and by a simple investigation of the sign of @r in the four 
sectors between the curves we see that 
sign(s - so) sign @rr(r(.s), s) = sign(r - zo) sign @rS(r, so) (5.29) 
Combining (5.22), (5.26), (5.28) we obtain the desired result (5.17). 
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